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Metelkova at night



Forget Christiania and other failed, utopian “alternative” spots. In the heart of 
Ljubljana (Slovenia’s capital), in what was a 19th century military barracks of 
the Austro-Hungarian Empire, lie one of the largest and arguably most successful 
urban squats in Europe. The self proclaimed Metelkova “Mesto” (Metelkova “city”)  
is autonomous but not anarchistic, liberal but not lawless, and has built – during 
the last years - its image firmly on its artistic and cultural credentials. It 
all started 20 years ago, after Slovenia gained independence in 1991, when a 
group of young artists decided to occupy the abandoned barracks, no more than 
a dozen buildings, to create an autonomous zone. Now Metelkova has become the 
focal point of  the country’s alternative cultural scene, attracting thousands of 
people (young people) from all over Europe. Every year Metelkova hosts more than 
1500 events, from theatre performances and music concerts to art exhibitions, 
workshops, lectures about international current affairs such as immigration 
crisis in Europe or gay & lesbian rights. The “community” that “governs” Metelkova 
(artists and managers of clubs and galleries) meets every month to discuss the 
maintenance and prospects of the squat, but have no pretensions to undermine 
Ljubljana authority. So much so that in 2006 the municipality declared Metelkova 
a national cultural heritage site, protecting it from further demolitions of 
buildings, and still finances some of the cultural projects coming out from here.



Anabel Cernohorski of 
the Alkatraz Gallery



Painting class: slovenian poet 
Dusan Dovc posing for a portrait



street art on Metelkopva 
buildings, previously an austro-
hungarian military barracks



Francisco Tomsich, young uruguayan painter



Theatre performance at Menza club



Katarina Deskovic, program 
manager of Gala Hala club



street art at Metelkopva Mesto, previously 
an austro-hungarian military barracks



kickboxing practise



Erasmus students making a video 
about Metelkova Mesto



street art at Metelkopva 
Mesto, previously an austro-
ungarian military barracks



morning after a party in Metelkova



a sculpture on the roofs of Metelkova



skating around Metelkova



Sirian refugees at ROG cultural centre
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